Fanatec DD1 / DD2 to HE Sim Rig GT mounting instructions

Before we start
Direct drive force feedback systems offer the highest steering force fidelity known in the world of simracing. Take great care when mounting these expensive systems to your Sim Rig GT to avoid scratching or damaging the steering motor system!

Package contents
This kit includes:
- 2x 10mm aluminium short mounting brackets, powder coated
- 20x M8 washers
- 8x M8x25mm allen bolt
- 4x M8 hex nut
- 4x aluminium corner brackets
- 4x aluminium corner bracket cover caps

Contact us at info@heusinkveld.com should any of these parts be missing.

Assembly instructions
Remove old wheel front plate
Remove the existing front panel M6 bolts and nuts using a 5mm hex key and 10mm spanner. Keep the bolts, nuts and washers, we will re-use them later.
Mount corner brackets to mounting brackets
Use M8x25 bolts, two washers and a M8 nut to mount each corner bracket. Repeat 4 times. Create 2 mirrored units. Finger tight, final tightening will follow later.

Mount Fanatec DD wheel motor base
For each of the 4 mounting holes, use 2 M8 spacers between the motor and the aluminium corner brackets to avoid the brackets hitting the edges of the motor unit!
Mount entire thing back to Sim Rig GT

Using the bolts and washers and nuts from the first step, mount the motor + bracket assembly to the Sim Rig GT

You may have to do some final alignment, and then you can fasten all the bolts and nuts tightly.

Enjoy the Direct Drive experience!